BROKEN MIRROR OF TIME
Rheinpfalz, Dec 18, 2006-12-24
Contemporary music wrapped into romantic music. That does not work necessarily, but
offered a very intriguing contrast on Saturday, thanks to the enormous effort of Brussel’s Het
Collectief and to a very well thought out programme structure. The only drop of bitterness:
more listeners should have attended that evening in the Herrenhaus. All of those who did
where thoroughly excited and touched by both compositions and interpretations.
With closed eyes Kee Yong Chong sits in the midst of his music. His right had is positioned in
concentration close to his mouth. In his left arm the current Herrenhaus scholar calmly holds his little
daughter. The leading Malaysian composer meditates the exceptional situation in which he does not
only hear his music in his head or his inner ear, but listens to its virtuoso interpretation by his friends
from Brussels. Chong lived through this episode of intimacy in the Herrenhaus within an audience of
some 30 people. Only in the second half of the concert Chong exposed himself in order to personally
thank Martijn Vink, the cellist, for his passionate interpretation of Chong’s “Temple bell still ringing in
my heart”.
At the beginning of this piece the cello’s neck was placed loosely on Vink’s left shoulder. The cellist
rumbled for a long time, with the instrument slowly taking the swing. Then only came the bow,
fragments of a melody unfolded, its starting sound resembled the noises of a distant freeway. The bow
crashing onto the strings intensified the dynamics of the piece. And then every one could hear them:
airplanes approaching.
The background reason is that the present bursary of the Herrenhaus, Kee Yong Chong, had originally
written the piece for a Japanese violinist friend as a commemoration to the dropping of the Hiroshima
bomb, on the occasion of an official commemoration to her grand mother’s death in the Hiroshima
desaster. But even without knowing this background the performance generated goose-pimples.
However, the Het Collectief Ensemble would more than meet the immense complexity also in Chong’s
other pieces. In between the contemporary pieces, Benjamin Dieltjens (Clarinet) and Thomas Dieltjens
(piano) presented, just as islands, Robert Schumann’s three Romances for Oboe and Piano op. 94
which they performed very nicely ad libitum with clarinet. The three passages were insular just
because of their harmonic unity in midst of the intense sounds produced from Chong’s compositions.

At any rate, in all pieces performed, the Het Collectief Ensemble throughout presented itself as a true
collective. It showed an enormous sovereignty, authentic passion, and musical perfection.
The melange of fragments from romantic and contemporary music was not only an interesting
confrontation in harmonies. Not only in Chong’s sense as a concession to the listeners’ ability to
absorb his music, but beyond that the evening represented, in form of music, the progressing illness of
the Weltgeist.
Both composers wish to mirror their era, although with differing means. Chong wishes to mirror, with
his compositions, to events such as September 11 or increasing environmental hazards. Of course,
this is not directly the case with Schumann. However, as a romantic composer, he presents a similar
style by mirroring his inner world that also reflects on his time. The evening in the Herrenhaus can
boast to have stringed the fragments of both mirrors.

